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->http(hyper text transfer protocol)(www)
->pop3/smtp/imap(mail)(exchange/outlook/windows live mail)
->cuteFTP(ftp)
->sccp/sip(voip)(cisco/avaya)(all phone line services are 
moving to packet-switched networks)
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->intranet=internet for internal employees only

->microsoft sharepoint server
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->signed and unsigned activex control (signed requires a 
certificate from a CA e.g. from veri-sign)
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->5500 series ASA
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->checkpoint firewall on windows server 

->proxy retrieves the internet traffic for the client 
(provides benefits of cache and security)
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->NPS(Network Policy Server)(security precaution e.g. a 
remote client is compromised and is using vpn and could 
spread virus)
->RRAS(Routing Remote Access Server)
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->ADS(Active directory domain controller central server)
(username passwords saved on central ADS)
->Central file server(share server)
->Central DNS servers(resolving name into IP address)
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->Central DHCP servers(allocating or assigning IP addresses)
->Central Exchange/Mail server 
->Central SQL/Database server
->Router segments the networks into different broadcast 
domains (subnets)
->In an ethernet network every port on the switch is a 
collision domain 

->Repeaters are not used mush anymore as fibre optics cables 
are used which can run to miles and miles 
->Proxy server can act as firewall and caching server 

->Redundant power supplies on high end data centre switches 
like 4500 and 6500 series 
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->DMZ(De-Militrized Zone)
->Mail relay (that is a middle server between the internet 
and the exchange server)
->DNS,Web(IIS/Internet Information Services from microsoft) 
and Proxy are also in DMZ
->Proxy(microsoft ISA=Internet Security and Acceleration 
Server) 

->DMZ Server=Mail Relay, RRAS, WWW and DNS Cache only 
->Internal Servers=WWW, File Server, DC(DNS) and Exchange 
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->WAP(Wireless Access Point) connects wired to PoE switches
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->FR, ATM, MPLS, Cable, DSL etc.
->Leased line connection speeds these days are more than 
listed here updates are in Netwrok+ exam 
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Fiber optics 30-75Mbps constant alternate to ADSL2
+
(FTTC)
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->cordless phone uses 2.5Ghz frequency range too. 
->wwar driving (driving aroung looking for unsecure access 
points)

->unsecured adhoc computer to computer network means you can 
access someone's shared files and folders
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->unvicersity campus wireless/wifi map 
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->default APs username and passwords
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->SSID(Security Set Identifier)
(commonly used SSID names)
->not to use these for security
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->SMAC (can spoof or fake a MAC address so using MAC 
filtering is not a fool proof security)
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->EAP(Extensible authentication protocol) uses different sort 
of authentication methods (e.g. MSCHAP, certificates etc.)
->RADIUS(Remote Access Dial-in User Server) (RADIUS server 
forwards the request to Active Directory to authenticate the 
users and computers)
->WPA(Wifi protected access uses TKIP)
->WPA2(aka 802.11i) uses both TKIP and AES or RADIUS or 
preshared key
->WPA/WPA2 Personal and Enterprise

->you can use any one of these keys on the client
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->someone can get the key and use a craker software to 
decrypt the key using brute force attack

->13 wireless channels in UK and Europe
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->in 5Ghz range there are already 24 non-overlapping channels 

->Ad-Hoc network is computer to computer whereas 
infrastructure network you use APs 
->Wireless Point to Point (wireless Bridging) is wireless 
connection between buildings
(Motorolla wireless bridges)
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->thicknet coax cable
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->Token used to send messages

->MAU (multiple access unit)
->FDDI(Fibre data distributed Interface) is used in backbone 
network and uses router and switches rather than computers 
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->full mesh or partial mesh usually used in WAN type 
connections rather than in LAN

->twisted pair cables(shielded or unshielded)(STP/UTP)
->Plenum based cable
->RJ45 

(Extended star topology)
->three layer design model
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->these all go 100 meters distance 
->10BASE T(10 means bandwidth and BASEband compared to 
Broadband i.e. dedicated)(T stands for twisted pair usually 
for Cat3)
->10Base-2 thinnet 
->100Base-TX (commonly used these days)(4 wires two pairs 
each)
->1000Base-T(8 wires and 4 pair each)
->10GBase-T(twisted in a way that it provides 10Gigabit)
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->TCP(Transmission Control Protocol)
->UDP(User Datagram Protocol)

->All people seem to need data processing 
->SPFB(Segment(port) Packet(IP) Frame(MAC) Bit(1 or 0))
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->10Gigabit (higher throughput and higher data rate)
->SFP=Small Form Factor Pluggable transeiver
(stackable switches to increase the number of ports)
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->CRC check (cyclical redundancy check)
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->Hacking tools (DSNIFF/MACOF/SMAC)
->black hole vlans for the ports which are not in use 
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->Router could be hardware or software (windows server)
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(route print command)

->if it is not on-link or on the same network the client send 
the traffic to default router 0.0.0.0 to default gateway 
(static route on windows client)

C:\>route delete 96.0.0.0 (to remove static route)
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(configuring windows 2008 server as a router)
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->didn't have to configure the static routes as the clients 
are directly connected to this router 

(adding static route)
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->if you add routes in UI, it won't show up in command prompt
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->EMI(Electromagntic Interference)
->RFI(Radio Frequency Interference)
->SMF(Single Mode Fibre)
->MMF(Multi Mode Fibre)
(SC fibre connector)
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(LC Fibre connector)

(ST Fibre connector)
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->private ip addresses are not routable over the internet
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->inefficiency of IPv4 is that 127.0.0.0/8 whole class 
address i.e. 16million addresses just for loopback testing 
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->ISATAP=Intra site automatic tunnel addressing protocol
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->DNS(Domain Name Services)
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->nslookup www.google.com

->FQDN(FUlly Qualified Domain Name)(www.google.com)
(local hostname)

(DNS Client Resolver Cache)

(Clearing local DNS Cache)
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(DNS query packet capture in wireshark)

->SLN(Single Lable Name) 
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(LMHOST file)
->lmhosts.sam
->file used to pre-load common resolutions that you need 
available to the client all the time
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->WINS=NBNS=NetBIOS Name Server
->WINS is decremented 
->GNZ(Global Name Zone)
(WINS server config on windows 2008 server)
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(Client WINS config)
->IPv6 does not use WINS at all 
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->DHCP Relay Agent
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->Scope options and Server Options (for all the scopes)
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->RRAS(Routing Remote Access Server)
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->PPTP (Point to Point Tunneling Protocol)
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(client side vpn connection)
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->L2TP(Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol)
->you need to open firewall ports 

->SSTP(Secure socket Tunneling protocol)
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->IKE(Internet Key exchange v2)

(Windows MS DOS Command Prompt)
C:\>nslookup www.google.com
C:\>ipconfig /all
C:\>ipconfig
C:\>ipconfig /displaydns
C:\>ipconfig /flushdns
C:\>ipconfig /release 
C:\>ipconfig /renew
C:\>hostname 
C:\>arp -a (to check arp cache)
C:\>route print (to check computers routing table)
C:\>route add 96.0.0.0 mask 255.0.0.0 192.168.1.1 metric 2 if 
1
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C:\>ping 127.0.0.0 (to check tcp stack loopback test)
C:\>ping ::1  (loopback test for ipv6)
C:\>ping 192.168.1.1  or C:\>ping google.com
C:\>ping google.com -t (unlimited ping)
C:\>ping google.com -n 10 (number of counts)
C:\>ping google.com -n 10 -l 10000  (count 5 and 10000 bytes 
size)
C:\>ping -a 10.1.1.1  (gives FQDN)
C:\>tracert 192.168.1.1 or C:\>tracert google.com
C:\>telnet 192.168.1.1
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